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The	game	plan

• Refresh	from	last	week
• Modeling	password	distributions
–Melicher et	al.	paper	(neural	networks)

• Typo-tolerant	password	checking



Understanding	password	distributions
(1)	Develop	probabilistic	model	of	passwords

pw1,	pw2 ,	…	,	pwN
p(pwi)	=	pi	=	probability	user	selects	password	pwi
X

i

pi = 1

(2)	Use	p	to	educate	brute-force	crackers,	
strength	meters,	user	interfaces



Train	models	from	leaked	passwords
Training	alg.	
for	language	

model

290729	123456
79076	12345
76789	123456789
59462	password
49952	iloveyou
33291	princess	

…

Trivial	model	is	just	the	empirical	CDF	of	the	histogram	itself

Model
p

Model
p

290729	123456
79076	12345
76789	123456789
59462	password
49952	iloveyou
33291	princess	

…

Model	defines	a	probability	distribution
over	passwords.	Can	use	to:
- sample	passwords	according	to	distribution
- enumerate	passwords	in	order	of	likelihood

Supports	all	the	above
Generalizability	is	quite	poor
ML	people	would	say	this	model	is
overfit



Train	models	from	leaked	passwords
Training	alg.	
for	language	

model

290729	123456
79076	12345
76789	123456789
59462	password
49952	iloveyou
33291	princess	

…

Model
p

CFG	with	probability distribution associated to	each rule

Probabilistic	context-free	grammar	(PCFG)

We	can	encode	a	string	by	its	parse	tree,	the
tree	represented	by	probabilities	in	PCFG	CDF

[Weir	et	al.	“Password	Cracking	Using	Probabilistic	Context-free	Grammars”	2009]

Fix a	CFG,	then learn probabilities by	training on	passwords



 
 

    Referring to Table 3.1.2 again, the pre-terminal structure 
fills in specific values for the D and S parts of the base 
structure. Finally, the terminal structure fills in a specific set 
of alphabet letters for the L parts of the pre-terminal 
structure. Deriving these structures is discussed next. 

3.2 USING PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS 

    Context-free grammars have long been used in the study 
of natural languages [12, 13, 14], where they are used to 
generate (or parse) strings with particular structures. We 
show in the following that the same approach is useful in the 
automatic generation of password guesses that resemble 
human-created passwords.  
    A context-free grammar is a defined as G = (V, Σ, S, P), 
where: V is a finite set of variables (or non-terminals), Σ is a 
finite set of terminals, S is the start variable, and P is a 
finite set of productions of the form (1):  

α → β                                      (1) 
where α is a single variable and β is a string consisting of 
variables or terminals. The language of the grammar is the 
set of strings consisting of all terminals derivable from the 
start symbol. 
    Probabilistic context-free grammars simply have 
probabilities associated with each production such that for a 
specific left-hand side (LHS) variable all the associated 
productions add up to 1. From our training set, we first 
derive a set of productions that generate the base structures 
and another set of productions that derive terminals 
consisting of digits and special characters. In our grammars, 
in addition to the start symbol, we only use variables of the 
form Ln,Dn, and Sn, for specified values of n. We call these 
variables alpha variables, digit variables and special 
variables respectively. Note that rewriting of alpha variables 
is done using an input dictionary similar to that used in a 
traditional dictionary attack. 
    A string derived from the start symbol is called a 
sentential form (it may contain variables and terminals). The 
probability of a sentential form is simply the product of the 
probabilities of the productions used in its derivation. In our 
production rules, we do not have any rules that rewrite alpha 
variables; thus we can “maximally” derive sentential forms 
and their probabilities that consist of terminal digits, special 
characters and alpha variables. These sentential forms are 
the pre-terminal structures.  
    In our preprocessing phase, we automatically derive a 
probabilistic context-free grammar from the training set. An 
example of such a grammar is shown in Table 3.2.1. Given 
this grammar, we can furthermore derive, for example, the 
pre-terminal structure: 

S → L3D1S1 → L34S1 → L34!                    (2) 

with associated probability of 0.0975. The idea is that pre-
terminal structures define mangling rules that can be directly 
used in a distributed password cracking trial. For example, a 
control server could compute the pre-terminal structures in 
order of decreasing probability and pass them to a 
distributed system to fill in the dictionary words and hash 
the guesses. The ability to distribute the work is a major 
requirement if the proposed method is to be competitive 
with existing alternatives. Note that we only need to store 
the probabilistic context-free grammar and that we can 
derive the pre-terminal structures as needed. Furthermore, 
note that fairly complex base structures might occur in the 
training data and would eventually be used in guesses, but 
the number of base structures is unlikely to be 
overwhelming. 
 

TABLE 3.2.1 
Example probabilistic context-free grammar 

LHS RHS Probability 
S  → D1L3 S2D1 0.75 
S  → L3D1S1 0.25 
D1 → 4 0.60 
D1 → 5 0.20 
D1 → 6 0.20 
S1 → ! 0.65 
S1 → % 0.30 
S1 → # 0.05 
S2 → $$ 0.70 
S2 → ** 0.30 
 
    The order in which pre-terminal structures are derived is 
discussed in Section 3.3.  Given a pre-terminal structure, a 
dictionary is used to derive a terminal structure which is the  
password guess. Thus if you had a dictionary that contained 
{cat, hat, stuff, monkey} the previous pre-terminal structure 
L34! would generate the following two guesses (the terminal 
structures), {cat4!, hat4!}, since those are the only dictionary 
words of length three.  
    There are many approaches that could be followed when 
substituting the dictionary words in the pre-terminal 
structures.  Note that each pre-terminal structure has an 
associated probability. 
    One approach to generating the terminal structures is to 
simply fill in all relevant dictionary words for the highest 
probability pre-terminal structure, and then choose the next 
highest pre-terminal structure, etc.  This approach does not 
further assign probabilities to the dictionary words. The 
naturalness of considering this approach is that we are 
leaning only lengths of alpha strings but not specific 
replacements from the training set. This approach thus 
always uses pre-terminal structures in highest probability 
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S	->	L3D1S1	->	L34S1 ->	L34!			
Pr[	L34!	]		=		0.25	*	0.60	*	0.65	=	0.0975		



With	good	training	data:	
Works	better	than	JtR

 

 

world passwords. Just as in standard machine learning 

research, our goal is by keeping these two groups, (training 

and testing), separate so we can avoid overtraining our 

method and provide a more accurate estimation of its 

potential.    In summary, the three test lists we used were the 

MySpace test list containing 33481 plaintext passwords, the 

SilentWhisper list which contained 7480 plaintext passwords 

and the Finnish test list which contained 22733 unique MD5 

password hashes. 

    One final note; a password was considered ‘cracked’ if 

the program generated a guess that matched the password in 

the test list. 

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DICTIONARIES 

    Due to the fact that both our password cracker and John 

the Ripper in wordlist mode operate as a dictionary attack, 

they both require an input dictionary to function. We choose 

a total of six publicly available input dictionaries to use in 

our tests. Four of them, “English_lower”, “Finnish_lower”, 

“Swedish_lower” and “Common_Passwords” were obtained 

from John the Ripper’s public web site [11]. As a side note, 

the word “lower” refers to the fact that the dictionary words 

are stored as all lower case. Additionally we used the input 

dictionary “dic-0294” which we obtained from a popular 

password-cracking site [9]. This list was chosen due to the 

fact that we have found it very effective when used in 

traditional password crackers. Finally, we created our own 

wordlist “English_Wiki” which is based on the English 

words gathered off of www.wiktionary.org. This is a sister 

project of Wikipedia, and it provides user updated 

dictionaries in various languages. 

    Each dictionary contained a different number of 

dictionary words as seen in Table 4.3.1. Due to this, the 

number of guesses generated by each input dictionary when 

used with John the Ripper’s default mangling rules also 

varied as can be seen by Fig. 4.3.2.  

 

Table 4.3.1  

Size of Input Dictionaries 

Dictionary Name Number of Dictionary Words 

Dic-0294 869228 

English_Lower 444678 

Common_Passwords 816 

English_Wiki 68611 

Swedish_Lower 14555 

Finnish_Lower 358963 

 

Fig. 4.3.2.   Number of Password Guesses Generated by JtR 

4.4 PASSWORD CRACKING RESULTS 

    Our first test, pictured in Fig. 4.4.1, shows the results of 

training our Probabilistic Password Cracker on the MySpace 

training list. Three different cracking techniques are used on 

the MySpace test list. The first is the default rule set for John 

the Ripper. The second technique is our Probabilistic 

Password Cracker using the pre-terminal probabilities of its 

structures. Once again, the pre-terminal probabilities do not 

assign a probability value to the dictionary words.  The third 

technique is our Probabilistic Password Cracker using the 

probabilities of the terminals (guesses). Recall that in this 

case, we assign probabilities to dictionary words and extend 

our probabilistic context-free grammar to terminal strings.  

Once again, the number of guesses allowed to each run is 

shown in Fig. 4.3.2.  

 

 

Fig. 4.4.1.   Number of Passwords Cracked. Trained on the 

MySpace Training List. Tested on the MySpace Test List 

 

    As the data shows, our password cracking operating in 

terminal probability order performed the best. Using it, we 

achieved an improvement over John the Ripper ranging from 
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Train	models	from	leaked	passwords
Training	alg.	
for	language	

model

290729	123456
79076	12345
76789	123456789
59462	password
49952	iloveyou
33291	princess	

…

Model
p

Probabilistic	context-free	grammar	only	one	NLP	modeling	approach

n-gram	Markov	models	another	popular	choice.:

[Ma	et	al.	’14]	show	carefully	chosen	Markov	model	
beats	Weir	et	al.	PCFG

Pr [w1w2 · · ·wk ] ⇡
kY

i=1

Pr
⇥
wi | wi�(n�1) · · ·wi�1

⇤



Train	models	from	leaked	passwords
Training	alg.	
for	language	

model

290729	123456
79076	12345
76789	123456789
59462	password
49952	iloveyou
33291	princess	

…

Model
p

Neural		network	approach	of			[Melicher et	al.	2016]

Use	Long	short-term	(LSTM)	recurrent	neural	network	trained	from	
large	number	of	leaks	(RockYou,	Yahoo!,	many	others)

They	primarily	target	using	it	as	a	strength	meter:
For	any	pw,	use	p(pw*)	to	estimate	the	guess	rank	|S(pw*)|

S(pw*)	=	|{	pw	|	p(pw)	>	p(pw*)	}|



Can	estimate	S(pw*)	using	Monte-
Carlo	techniques	[Dell’Amico,	Filippone ‘15]	

ˆS(pw⇤
) =

X

pw2⇥

⇢ 1
p(pw)·n if p(pw) > p(pw⇤

)

0 otherwise

Set	of	n	passwords	sampled	
according	to	p

Prove	that	as	n	grows,	a	good	estimate	of	true	guess	rank	S(pw*)

Can	precompute	tables	and	do	binary	search	to	compute	guess	
rank	in	space	O(n)	and	time	O(log	n)







Chatterjee	et	al.	2017	paper:
Transcription	experiment	to	
identify	frequent	typos

Analyze	typos	&	their	impact	for	
Dropbox users	(100s	of	millions)

Analyze	practical	security	via	simulated	
attacks	using	password	leaks	as	data

Formalize	typo-tolerant	checking
Prove	“free	corrections	theorem”

Many	typos	easily	correctable

Typos	huge	burden	on	users	/	businesses

In	theory,	can	correct	typos	
w/o	security	loss

In	practice,	too



MTurk transcription	experiment



MTurk transcription	experiment
Passwords	sourced	from	RockYou password	leak.	

Transcription	(as	opposed	to	recall	experiments)	allowed	
faster	data	gathering.	100k	passwords	submitted	for	entry
CMU	MTurk data	provided	qualitatively	similar	results

Typo Example % of	
errors

Caps	lock password1	->	PASSWORD1 10.9%

Case 1st letter password1	->	Password1 4.5%

Extra	char	end password1	->	password12 4.3%

Extra	char	front password1	->	apassword1 1.3%

Last	symbol	to	number password!	->	password1 0.2%

Proximity	errors password1	->	psssword1 21.8%

Transcription errors passwordi ->	password1 3.0%

Other --- 53.6%

Examples	of	easily	
correctable	typos

Hard	to	correct



tom,	Password1 tom password1

alice 123456

bob p@ssword!

tom GK(password1)

alice GK(123456)

bob GK(p@ssword!)

Relaxed	typo-tolerant	checkers

Easily-corrected	typos	admit	simple	correctors:
fcaps(x)						=	x	with	case	of	all	letters	flipped
f1st-case(x)		=	x	with	first	letter	case	flipped,	if	it	is	letter
…

Define	set	C	of	corrector	functions.	Let	h	=	GK(password1)
Relaxed	checker:

If	GK(Password1)	=	h	then	Return	1
For	each	f	in	C:

If	GK(	f(Password1)	)	=	h	then	Return	1
Return	0

Error-correction	from	error-detection	via	ball	search



tom,	Password1

Dropbox experiments

Instrumented	password	checks	to	evaluate	typo	prevalence:

If	GK(Password1)	=	h	then	Return	1
For	each	f	in	C:

If	GK(	f(Password1)	)	=	h	then	Log	f	as	successful
Return	0

100s	of	millions	of	users
Two	24-hour	runs	(Top	5	then	Top	3	correctors)
Can’t	give	all	statistics	due	to	confidentiality	reasons

Did	not	change	effective	
authentication	policy



tom,	Password1

Dropbox experiments:	Top	5

Instrumented	password	checks	to	evaluate	typo	prevalence:

Typo Example % of	
failures

Caps	lock password1	->	PASSWORD1 1.13%

Case 1st letter password1	->	Password1 5.56%

Extra	char	end password1	->	password12 2.05%

Extra	char	front password1	->	apassword1 0.35%

Last	symbol	to	number password!	->	password1 0.21%

Total:											9.30%



3%	of	users couldn’t	log	in	during	24	hour	period,	but	could	
have	with	one	of	Top	3	correctors

Corrected by (f ) rf/cf (%)

swc-all 1.13
swc-first 5.56
rm-last 2.05
rm-first 0.35
n2s-last 0.21

Ctop5 9.30
swc-all swc-first rm-last rm-first n2s-last
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Fig. 3: (Left) The fraction of login attempts correctable by Ctop5 in a 24-hour study at Dropbox. (Middle) Performance of
Ctop5 on mobile versus desktop. For each corrector in Ctop5 we plot the fraction of failures for each platform correctable by
the corrector. (Right) CDF of time delay (in seconds) between the first failed login due to a typo and first successful login.
Included are only users that had a failed login attempt and later a successful one.

iment design, and that the Dropbox numbers more accurately
reflect rates in operational environments.

While collecting this data, we recorded the user agent for
all password submissions, so we were able to analyze the
performance of typo correction on mobile platforms versus
desktop platforms. We found that the estimated correction
rate for mobile was slightly higher at 10.5%, compared to
9.3% for desktop (calculated here with the denominator being
the number of rejected password submissions for mobile and
desktop, respectively). We show, in the middle figure of
Figure 3, the estimated correction rates for each user agent
broken down by corrector function. We see that n2s-last is a
significantly more effective correction on mobile, which may
be because mobile keyboards require switching to an alternate
keyboard to reveal symbols. We also see that swc-all is a more
effective correction on desktop, most likely because it’s easier
to leave caps lock enabled on conventional keyboards.4 This
dichotomy suggests the potential merit of applying different
correction policies on the server based on the user agent. We
leave the further analysis of this for future work.

Utility of the top three corrections. We perform a second
study that restricts attention to just the overall top three
correctors Ctop3 = {swc-all, swc-first, rm-last} observed in
the previous study (and, in turn, the MTurk experiments).
For this experiment, the instrumentation applied all three
correctors to any password that failed to exactly match the
registered password. So, now cf is the number of failed login
attempts for every f 2 Ctop3. As before, we recorded data for
24 hours.

We additionally recorded the time duration for a login
attempt to succeed. That is the time lag between the first failed
submission and the first successful submission by each user in
this 24-hour period. (Because Dropbox uses session cookies
most users typically need to successfully login only once per
24-hour period.) This allowed us to quantify the time delay

4On Android devices, enabling caps lock requires pressing and holding the
shift button, and on iPhone devices one has to double press the shift button
to enable caps lock.

between failures and successes, a measure of how much utility
is lost due to usability issues such as typos.

As we would expect, the success rate of corrections closely
matched the results of the previous 24-hour experiment.
Specifically, typos correctable by Ctop3 accounted for 9% of
failed password submissions. This also attests the stability of
these percentages over time.

We show in right figure of Figure 3 a CDF of the delay in
logging in over all users who eventually succeeded at logging
in (within the 24-hour period). Note that some small fraction
of users did not log in for a very long time, suggesting they
gave up and came back hours later. Even so, almost 20%
of users that experienced a failed login would have been
logged in a minute earlier should typo-tolerant checking have
been enabled. Aggregated across all failed login attempts,
typo-tolerance here would have increased logged in time by
several person-months just for this 24-hour experiment. This
represents a significant impact on user experience and a clear
pain point for companies keen on making it easy for their
users to log in.

In aggregate, of all users who attempted to log into Dropbox
within the 24-hour measurement period, we discovered that
3% were turned away even though at least one of their
submitted passwords was correctable by one of the correctors
in Ctop3. This also represents a significant impact on user
experience, with users being prevented from using the service.

V. TYPO-TOLERANT CHECKING SCHEMES

In previous sections, we saw that typos account for a
large fraction of login failures and that a simple set of typo
corrector functions could significantly improve user experi-
ence. A natural follow-on question is whether we can achieve
typo-tolerance in password authentication systems without a
significant security loss. We address that question here.

We will show, by introducing what we call the “free
corrections theorem,” that for all natural settings there exist
typo-tolerant checking schemes that correct typos with no
security loss relative to exact checking for optimal attackers

8

20%	of	users	that	
resubmitted	would	
have	saved	a	minute	
with	typo	tolerance

Typo	tolerance	would	add	several	person-months	of	login	time

Dropbox experiments:	Top	3



Online	guessing	speedup	fallacy

tom,	password tom password1

alice 123456

bob p@ssword!

tom GK(password1)

alice GK(123456)

bob GK(p@ssword!)

Can	rule	out	3	
possible	passwords	if
correct	Ctop2

fail

3x	speed-up	in	guessing	attacks???



Online	guessing	attacks

tom,	123456

fail

tom,	12345

fail

pw1 =		123456
pw2 =		12345
pw3 =	 password
pw4 =	 iloveyou
pw5 =	 Password	

…

Password	list

…

Given	budget	q	of	queries	
Pr[success]		≤			λq =		Σi=1..q Pr[	pwi ]

Check	GK(123456)

Check	GK(12345)

tom,	123456

fail

tom,	password

fail

pw1 =		123456
pw2 =		12345
pw3 =	 password
pw4 =	 iloveyou
pw5 =	 Password	

…

Password	list

…

Let	λq be	maximal	success	probability
Finding	optimal	sequence	of	queries	
is	NP-hard.	Approximate	w/	greedy

Check	GK(123456)	

Check	GK(password)				GK(Password)					
GK(PASSWORD)	

*

Stored	password	is	GK(password1)

Stored	password	is	GK(password1)

Typo	tolerant	case	(e.g.,	Ctop2)



Security	gap	between	exact	and	tolerant?
Best-case

λq =		λq

No	password	typo	of	another

*

pw1 =		123456
pw2 =		12345
pw3 =	 password
pw4 =	 iloveyou
pw5 =	 password1
pw6 =		password123

Situations	in	practice	will	lie	somewhere	in	between:
λq ≤		λq ≤		3 λq

Worst-case

λq =	3	λq

All	passwords	typos	of	another.	
Passwords	uniformly	distributed

*

*

pw1 =		password
pw2 =		PASSWORD
pw3 =	 Password
pw4 =	 Loveyou
pw5 =		loveyou
pw6 =		LOVEYOU



Free	corrections	theorem
Thm. For	any	password	distribution,	set	of	correctors	C,	
and	adversarial	query	budget	q,	there	exists	a	typo-
tolerant	checker	for	which	λq =		λq .*

Construction:
For	any	password,	check	as	many	typos	as	one	can	while	
ensuring	correctness	and	that	Σpw in ball p(	pw ) ≤			p(pwq)

Ensures	optimal	adversarial	strategy	is	to	query	pw1,…,pwq
against	typo-tolerant	checker.	Same	as	for	strict	checker

Remaining	questions:

(1)	Theorem	rests	on	construction			
knowing	exact	password	distribution

(2)	Non-optimal	attackers	may	get	
improvements



Empirical	security	analyses
Use	password	leaks	as	empirical	password	distributions

Simulate	attacker	following	greedy	strategy	for	typo-tolerant	checker	
Assume	attacker	knows	challenge	distribution	exactly

Challenge	
Distribution

Correctors Exact success	 Greedy
strategy

phpbb Ctop2 5.50% 5.50%				

phpbb Ctop3 5.50% 5.51%

Myspace Ctop2 2.86% 2.89%

Myspace Ctop3 2.86% 3.18%

q	=	100

Typo-tolerant	checker	estimates	distribution	using	RockYou

Attackers	that	estimate	challenge	distribution	incorrectly:	
Often	perform	worse	when	trying	to	take	advantage	of	tolerance
(See	paper	for	details)



Carefully	designed	typo-tolerant	checkers	can	
improve	user	experience	w/o	degrading	security



The	research	landscape	since	1979…
• Understanding	user	password	selection

– Measuring	password	strength	[see	citations	in	Bonneau paper],	[Li,	Han	`14],	[CMU	papers]
– Measuring	password	reuse	

• Usability
– Strength	meters,	requirements,	etc.	[Komanduri et	al.	‘11]	[Dell’Amico,	Filippone ‘15]	[Wheeler	

‘16]	[Melicher et	al.	‘16]
– Password	expiration	[Zhang	et	al.	‘12]
– Typo-tolerance	[Chatterjee	et	al.	`16]

• Password	transmission,	login	logic
– Single	sign-on	(SSO)	technologies
– Password-based	authenticated	key	exchange	[Bellovin,	Merritt	‘92]

• Password	hashing						
– New	algorithms	[PKCS	standards],	[Percival	’09],	[Biryukov,	Khovratovich ‘15]
– Proofs	[Wagner,	Goldberg	‘00]	[Bellare,	Ristenpart,	Tessaro ‘12]

• Improving	offline	brute-force	attacks
– Time-space	trade-offs	(rainbow	tables)	[Hellman	’80],	[Oeschlin ‘03],	[Narayanan,	Shmatikov ‘05]
– Better	dictionaries	[JohntheRipper],	[Weir	et	al.	‘09],	[Ma	et	al.	‘14]

• Password	managers	
– Decoy-based		[Bojinov et	al.	’10],	[Chatterjee et	al.	‘15]
– Breaking	password	managers	[Li	et	al.	‘14]		[Silver	et	al.	’15]
– Stateless	password	managers	[Ross	et	al.	’05]




